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Abstract

In this paper, we consider priced (or weighted) timed au-
tomata, and prove various decidability results when the au-
tomaton has only one clock: we prove that model check-
ing of WCTL is decidable and that optimal costs in priced
timed games are computable. In contrast, it has recently
been proved that these problems are undecidable for this
model as soon as the system has three clocks.

1 Introduction

An interesting direction of real-time model checking
that has recently recieved substantial attention is to extend
and re-target timed automata technology towards optimal
scheduling and planning [1, 19, 9]. In particular, as part of
this effort, the notion of priced timed automata [6, 5] has
been promoted as a useful extension of the classical model
of timed automata [4]. In this extended model each loca-
tion q is associated with a costcl giving the cost of a unit of
time spent inq. Thus, each run of a priced timed automa-
ton has an accumulated cost, based on which a variety of
optimization problems may be formulated.

Several of the established results concerning priced
timed automata are concerned with reachability questions.
In [3] cost-bound reachability was shown decidable. [6] and
[5] independently show computability of the cost-optimal
reachability for priced (or weighted) timed automata using
different adaptations of the so-called region technique. In
[17] the notion of priced zone was put forward enabling effi-
cient implementation of cost-optimal reachability. The ma-
nipulation of priced zones was further improved in [14] and
has now found its way into the competitive tool UPPAAL
Cora [20]. Also the problem of computing optimalinfinite
schedules (in terms of minimal limit-ratios) has been shown
computable [8]. Finally cost-optimal reachability has been

shown decidable in a setting with multiple cost-variables
[18].

In this paper we consider the more challenging problems
of the computation ofcost-optimal winning strategiesfor
priced timedgameautomata and ofmodel checkingpriced
timed automata (PT(G)A) with respect to WCTL (an ex-
tension of CTL where modalities have constraints on cost).
Consider the priced timed (game) automataA in Fig.1. Let
q3 satisfy the propertyφ, now all states(q1, x) and(q2, x)
with x ≥ 2

3 satisfy the WCTL propertyEF≤3φ, meaning
that there is a path leading toq3 with an accumulated cost
not greater than three. For the priced timed game, letq1
be controllable,q2 be uncontrollable, andq3 be the winning
location, now the optimal winning strategy forq2 is: move
to q1 whenx ≤ 2

3 , delay when2
3 < x < 1, and move toq3

whenx = 1.
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Figure 1. A PT(G)A A.

In [15] the problem of computing cost-optimal win-
ning strategies has been studied and shown computable for
acyclic priced timed games. Furthermore, in [12], it is
proved that computing optimal winning strategies for one-
clock PTGA with stopwatch cost (i.e. cost are either zero
or one) are decidable. [2] and [10] provide (quite similar)
partial solutions to the general case of non-acyclic games:
under the assumption of certain non-Zenoness behaviour of
the underlying priced timed automata it is shown that it suf-
fices only to consider strategies guaranteed to win within
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some given numberk of steps, or alternatively to unfold the
given gamek times and reduce the problem to solving an
acyclic game. To see how restricted these results are, it may
be observed that the priced timed automatonA in Fig.1 does
not belong to any of the above classes. In fact, in [12] it has
recently been shown that the problem of determining cost-
optimal winning strategies for priced timed games is not
computable. Also, by the same authors, it has been shown
that the model checking problem for priced timed automata
wrt. WCTL is undecidable [11]. Most recently, it has been
shown that these negative results hold even for priced timed
(game) automata with no more than three clocks [7].

In this paper we completely solve the computation of
cost-optimal winning strategies for arbitrary priced timed
(game) automatawith one clockand the WCTL model
checking problem by providing suitable algorithm solu-
tions. We first provide an algorithm for computing cost-
optimal winning strategies and we show as a consequence
that the iterative semi-algorithm proposed in [10] always
terminates. We then provide anEXPSPACE algorithm for
solving the model checking problem of WCTL. We finally
give indications why this is a difficult problem by proving
that a slight extension of WCTL is undecidable, even in the
one-clock priced timed automata framework.

2 Definitions

Let X be a set of clock variables. The set of clock
constraints (or guards) overX is defined by the grammar
“g ::= x ∼ c | g ∧ g” where x ∈ X , c ∈ N and
∼∈ {≤,=,≥}. The set of all clock constraints is denoted
B(X ). When a valuationv : X → R+ satisfies a clock
constraintg is defined in a natural way (v satisfiesx ∼ c
wheneverv(x) ∼ c), and we then writev |= g. We denote
by v0 the valuation that assigns zero to all clock variables,
by v + t (t ∈ R+) the valuation that assignsv(x) + t to all
x ∈ X , and forR ⊆ X we writev[R → 0] to denote the
valuation that assigns zero to all variables inR and agrees
with v for all X\R.

Definition 2.1. A priced timed automaton(PTA for short)
is a tupleA = (Q, q0,X , T, η, P ) where

• Q is a finite set oflocations;

• q0 ∈ Q is theinitial location;

• X is a set ofclocks;

• T ⊆ Q× B(X )× 2X ×Q is the set oftransitions;

• η : Q→ B(X ) defines theinvariantsof each location;

• P : Q ∪ T → N is thecost (or price) function.

A k-clock PTA(k-PTA for short) is a PTA where|X | = k.

In the remainder of the paper, we focus on1-PTA. The
semantics of a1-PTA A is given as a labeled timed transi-
tion T = (S, s0,→) whereS ⊆ Q×R+ is the set of states,
s = (q0, v0)

1 is the initial state, and the transitions relation
→ ⊆ S × R+ × S is defined as:

1. (discrete transition)(q, v)
c
−→ (q′, v′) if there exists

(q, g, R, q′) ∈ E s.t. v(x) |= g, v′ = [R ← 0]v,
v′(x) |= η(q′), andc = P (q, g, R, q′);

2. (delay transition)(q, v)
c
−→ (q, v + t) if ∀0 ≤ t′ ≤ t,

v + t′ |= η(q), andc = t · P (q).

A run (or equivalentlytrajectory) of a1-PTA is a path in
the underlying transition system. Given a run

% = s0
c0−→ s1

c1−→ · · ·
cn−1

−−−→ sn,

the cost of%, denotedcost(%), is
∑n−1

i=0 ci.
A positionalong a run% is an occurrence of a state(q, v)

along%. Let π be such a position, then%[π] denotes the
corresponding state, whereas%≤π denotes the finite prefix
of % ending at positionπ.

In the sequel, we assume without loss of generality that
clocks are bounded.

2.1 Priced Timed Game Automata

A priced timed game automata(PTGA) is a PTA where
the set of locations is divided into two disjoint setsQ =
Qc ∪ Qu calledcontrollableanduncontrollablelocations,
respectively. Furthermore, there is a special goal location
qgoal with P (qgoal) = 0 and no outgoing edges. When de-
scribing game automata we useG as opposed toA.

A strategy is a function:σ : Qc × R+ → {λ} ∪Q. The
special symbolλ indicates a strategy to delay.

A run % = (q0, x0)
c0−→ (q1, x1)

c1−→ · · ·
cn−1

−−−→ (qn, xn)
in a PTGA is aσ-run according to some strategyσ if for
all delay- (respectively, discrete-) transitions(qi, xi)

ci−→
(qi+1, xi+1) whereqi ∈ Qc, we have∀ x ∈ [xi, xi+1[ :
σ(qi, x) = λ (respectively,σ(qi, xi) = qi+1).

Given a PTGAG, a state,s ∈ Q × [0, e], and a strategy
σ, we writeRunG(s, σ) to denote allσ-runs inG starting
in s. The cost ofσ from s in G is given as:

CostG(s, σ) = sup{cost(%) | % ∈ RunG(s, σ)}.

A strategyσ is winning if allσ-runs end inqgoal. As qgoal

has no outgoing edges we write(qgoal,−) for the goal state.
The optimal cost of a states in A is defined as:

OptCostG(s) = inf{CostG(s, σ) | σ is a winning strategy}

Strategyσ∗ is optimal if OptCostG(s) = CostG(s, σ∗)
for all s.

1v0 assigns zero to all clocks.
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: f1
: f2
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: maxr(f1, f2)
: minr(f1, f2)

Figure 2. The minr and maxr operations over
two functions f1 and f2.

Given a cost function,f : [a, b] → R+, over an interval
[a, b], we define the operationsminr andmaxr on f with
respect to some rater as functions:

min r(f) = λx ∈ [a, b]. min
x≤x′≤b

r · (x′ − x) + f(x′)

max r(f) = λx ∈ [a, b]. max
x≤x′≤b

r · (x′ − x) + f(x′)

We extend the definition ofminr andmaxr to sets of
functions in the obvious way, see Figure 2.

2.2 The LogicWCTL

Let AP be a set of atomic propositions. The logic
WCTL [11] extends CTL with cost constraints. Its syntax
is given by the following grammar:

WCTL 3 φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | EφU∼cφ | AφU∼cφ

where p ranges overAP, c ranges overN, and ∼ ∈
{<,≤,=,≥, >}.

We interpret formulas of WCTL over labeled1-PTA, i.e.
1-PTA having a labeling functioǹ which associates with
every locationq a subset ofAP.

Definition 2.2. LetA be a labeled1-PTA. The satisfaction
relation of WCTL is defined over configurations(q, x) ofA
as follows:

(q, x) |= p ⇔ p ∈ `(q)
(q, x) |= ¬φ ⇔ (q, x) 6|= φ

(q, x) |= φ1 ∨ φ2 ⇔ (q, x) |= φ1 or (q, x) |= φ2

(q, x) |= Eφ1U∼cφ2 ⇔ there is an infinite run% in A
from (q, x) s.t.% |= φ1U∼cφ2

(q, x) |= Aφ1U∼cφ2 ⇔ any infinite run% in A from (q, x)
satisfies% |= φ1U∼cφ2

% |= φ1U∼cφ2 ⇔ there existsπ position along% s.t.
%[π] |= φ2, for all positionπ′

beforeπ on%, %[π′] |= φ1,
andcost(%≤π) ∼ c

If A is not clear from the context, we may write(q, x), A |=
φ instead of simply(q, x) |= φ.

Note that formulas of the formEφU[a,b]ψ, with the ob-
vious semantics, can easily be expressed with our defini-
tion of WCTL. For instance,EφU[a,b]ψ is equivalent to
E(φU=aE(φU≤b−aψ)). Sinceφ is duplicated, the size of
the equivalent formula could be exponential, but the com-
plexity of model checking would not suffer from this explo-
sion since it depends on the number of subformulas (i.e., the
DAG-size of the formula).

We write WCTL≤,≥ for the restriction of WCTL not in-
volving punctual constraints, and WCTL∗ for the extension
of WCTL corresponding to CTL∗.

3 Optimal Strategies for1-PTGA

In this section, we prove that optimal costs are com-
putable in1-PTGA, and that optimal strategies always exist
and can be computed.

To simplify the proof of computability of optimal win-
ning strategies, we use a restricted1-PTGA model where
all invariants are of the formx ≤ 1 and all guards are either
true or x = 1. We use this model without loss of gen-
erality as any1-PTGA can be transformed to satisfy these
constraints2.

Note that runs of an optimal winning strategy never take
the same resetting edge twice. This follows from the fact
that strategies are deterministic and we only have one clock,
thus, following a resetting edge twice means that the reset-
ting edge is taken infinitely many times contradicting that
the strategy is winning. Based on this observation we make
a transformation of the game that has no resetting cycles,
while maintaining optimal winning strategies.

We assume the game has set of locationsQ, and hasp
resetting transitions. We construct a new game as a(p+1)-
unfolding of the original game. More formally, its set of
locations is∪0≤i≤pQi whereQi = {qi | q ∈ Q}. If there is

a transitionq
g
−→ q′ which does not reset clockx, then there

are transitionsqi
g
−→ q′i for every0 ≤ i ≤ p. If there is a

transitionq
g,x:=0
−−−−→ q′ which resets clockx, then there are

transitionsqi
g,x:=0
−−−−→ q′i+1 for every0 ≤ i < p.

Proposition 3.1. The optimal costs in the original game
and in locationsQ0 of the constructed game are equal.

Note that the unfolding is at most polynomial in the size
of the game. The combination of the above transformations
results in a game with a finite set of strongly connected
components (SCCs) without resets,i.e. resets only occur
on edges from one SCC to another. Each SCC can easily be
further transformed into SCCs with eitherx = 1 as guards
on all internal edges, or guardstrue on all internal edges
(but with invariantx ≤ 1).

2We leave the transformation to the keen reader.
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We further require that all edges have zero cost, but this
requirement is later lifted.

Without resets on interval [0, e]. We consider a1-PTGA
G, based on an SCC of locations with edges withoutside
cost functionsgiving in every location, the optimal cost for
winning from this location when leaving the SCC (which
has already been computed). For use in the proof of the
following theorem, some locations in the SCC can be made
urgent, meaning that no delay is possible in these locations.
Furthermore, for all locations in the SCC, the optimal cost
of winning is assumed forx = e. Initially, we consider
e = 1.

For SCCs with all guards beingx = e, i.e. no delay
is possible, optimal winning strategies are easily computed
using a classical min/max-algorithm.

To prove computability of optimal winning strategies in
SCCs with all guards beingtrue (but invariantx ≤ 1), we
need the following lemma that follows from the definition
of cost of runs:

Lemma 3.2. Letσ be a strategy and let

% = s0
c0−→ s1

c1−→ · · ·
ci−1

−−−→ si
ci−→ · · ·

cn−1

−−−→ sn ∈ G

be aσ-run, then

Cost(s0, σ) ≥ Cost(si, σ) +
∑

0≤j<i

cj

Given the above assumptions we may now state and
prove the following main theorem.

Theorem 3.3. For a 1-PTGA G = (Q, q0,X , T, η, P )
based on an SCC and with piecewise affine outside func-
tions:

1. OptCostG(s) is computable for alls ∈ Q× [0, e],

2. σ∗ is computable,

3. for a given locationq ∈ Q the cost functioncost[0,e]
q :

λx ∈ [0, e]→ OptCostG(q, x) is a continuous, mono-
tonically decreasing, piecewise affine function whose
finitely many segmentsf1, ..., fn either have slope−c,
wherec is the cost rate of some location inG, or are
fragments of outside functions.

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the number
of non-urgent locations in the SCC.
Basis:If all locations are urgent the solution is the classical
iterative min/max algorithm. It may be proved that this pro-
cedure converges after at mostn2 + 1 iteration, wheren is
the number of locations.
Step: Now let qmin be the location of the SCC with the
smallest cost rate of the non-urgent locations. We consider
the cases whereqmin is controllable and uncontrollable.

Case:qmin uncontrollable:Let G′ be identical toG ex-
ceptqmin has been made urgent. By the induction hypothesis
we know that the optimal winning strategy,σ∗, can be com-
puted inG′. Furthermore,OptCostG′(s) ≤ OptCostG(s)
for all statess ⊆ Q× [0, e] asG′ allows fewer runs thanG
for any strategy.
Let f = λx ∈ [0, e].CostG′((qmin, x), σ

∗) and letf1, ..., fn

be the piecewise affine functions constitutingf . Choose the
largesti such that for allj > i fj has strictly larger slope
thanP (qmin)

3, and let[u, v] denote the interval ranged over
by fi. Now, according to the induction hypothesisfi has
slope corresponding to a fragment of some outside function.
Our claim to prove now is that for the interval[u, e], σ∗ is
also optimal forG.
Consider the interval[v, e]: Let % be aσ∗-run inG starting
in (q0, x0) for somex0 ∈ [v, e]:

% : (q0, x0) 
∆ (qmin, x1)

c1−→ (qmin, x1 + d1)

· · ·

 
∆ (qmin, xn)

cn−→ (qmin, xn + dn)

 
∆ (qgoal,−)

whereci = P (qmin) · di and ∆ denotes a sequence where
qmin is not visited. Using Lemma 3.2 we have:

cost(%) ≤ (CostG((q0, x0), σ
∗)− f(x1)) + c1

+(f(x1 + d1)− f(x2)) + c2

· · ·

+(f(xn−1 + dn−1)− f(xn)) + cn + f(xn + dn)

≤ CostG((q0, x0), σ
∗)

where the first inequality holds becauseP (qmin) is smaller
than any slope inf over[v, e].
Now, consider the interval[u, v] corresponding tofi with
smaller slope thanP (qmin). Forx ∈ [u, v] we get:

OptCostG(qmin, x) ≥(v − x) · P (qmin) + OptCostG(qmin, v)

=(v − x) · P (qmin) + f(v)

where ’≥’ holds asqmin may delay tox = v regardless
of controller strategy and ’=’ holds as we just proved that
σ∗ is optimal inG for x ∈ [v, e]. We now prove that the
inequality is, actually, an equality. Consider aσ∗-run,%, in
G from (qmin, x), e.g.

% : (qmin, x) 
∆ (qmin, x1)

c1−→ (qmin, x1 + d1)

· · ·

 
∆ (qmin, xn)

cn−→ (qmin, xn + dn)

 
∆ (qgoal,−)

3If such ani does not exist, we are already done.
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Figure 3. Two phases (r = P (qmin))

Again, according to Lemma 3.2 we get:

cost(%) ≤ (f(x)− f(x1)) + c1

+(f(x1 + d1)− f(x2)) + c2

· · ·

+(f(xn−1 + dn−1)− f(xn)) + cn + f(xn + dn)

≤ (v − x) · P (qmin) + f(v)

Thus, delaying is the optimal uncontrollable strategy inqmin

over [u, v]. Now, for all otherq ∈ Q over [u, v] we need
to compute the optimal strategy. LetG÷ be the game over
[u, v] whereqmin has been replaced by an outside function
λx ∈ [u, v].(v − x) · P (qmin) + CostG′((qmin, v), σ

∗). The
induction hypothesis gives that the optimal strategy can be
computed for all locations inG÷.

Finally, consider(q, x) for all q ∈ Q andx ∈ [0, u]. We
have concluded that the optimal cost can be computed for
(q, u) regardless ofq. We can now apply the same proce-
dure over the interval[0, u] (giving us a cost functionf ′,
see Figure 3), that we have just applied for[0, e], and we
need to show that this process eventually terminates. In this
second iteration we select the appropriate interval[u′, v′]
wheref ′

i has a slope less thanP (qmin) andf ′[v′, u] has a
strictly greater slope thanP (qmin). f ′[u′, v′] corresponds
to some fragment of an outside cost functiong′[u′, v′] and
f [u, v] corresponded to some fragment of an outside func-
tion g[u, v]. But since the rates off ′ in [v′, u] are greater
thanP (qmin) (thus, greater than both the slopes ofg and
g′), g andg′ are part to different affine segments of outside
cost functions. As there are finitely such affine segments of
outside cost functions, continuing this procedure obtaining
f ′′, f ′′′, ... eventually terminates.

Caseqmin controllable:We prove this case by an unfold-
ing ofG into an equivalent game4,Gqmin, that is solvable by
the induction hypothesis. We use the knowledge that for any
strategy that visitsqmin more than once, there is a strategy
that visitsqmin only once and is at least as good. Consider a

4W.r.t. optimal cost.

q
m

in

SCC

SCC2

q∗minSCC1

+∞

Figure 4. Unfolding

strategyσ and aσ-run that visitsqmin twice, e.g.

% : (qmin, x) 
∆ (qmin, x

′)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

%′

 
∆ (qgoal,−)

Using Lemma 3.2 we get:

Cost((qmin, x), σ) ≥ cost(%′) + Cost((qmin, x
′), σ)

≥ P (qmin) · (x
′ − x) + Cost((qmin, x

′), σ)

Thus, the strategy of delaying inqmin until x′ would yield
a strategy that is at least as good. As an unfolding, we
now construct the new gameGqmin as follows. Make two
identical copies of the SCC, called SCC1 and SCC2. Re-
placeqmin by a singleq∗min between the two SCCs and let
q∗min have incoming edges from SCC2 only and outgoing
edges to SCC1 only. In SCC1, direct all incoming edges to
qmin to an outside cost function with infinite cost (see Fig-
ure 4). Now, by the induction hypothesis we can compute
the optimal cost of winning in SCC1. Now, we can use the
computed cost functions for successors ofqmin and any out-
side cost functions directly connected toqmin to compute the
optimal cost of winning inq∗min. By the induction hypoth-
esis we can compute the optimal cost of winning in SCC2

usingq∗min as an external cost function, which for all loca-
tions,q ∈ G\{qmin}, corresponds toOptCostG((q, x)) for
all x ∈ [0, e]. σ∗ is then defined as the optimal strategy
computed in SCC2. �

The complexity of this approach is at least exponential,
and results from the case when all locations are controllable
where an SCC withn location is split into two subproblems
of sizen− 1, etc. Previously, we imposed the restriction of
no discrete cost on transitions, however, this is easily lifted
by adding the edge cost constant to the respective cost func-
tions.

Fix-Point Characterization. In this section we provide
a fix-point characterization of optimal winning strategies,
analogous to the previous run-based characterization. Let
Q = Qc ∪ Qu be the locations of a1-PTGA, andsucc(qi)
be the successor locations ofqi ∈ Q, then define the cost
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functionscostiG,q inductively as:

cost0G,q =

{

0 : q = qgoal

+∞ : otherwise

costiG,q =

{

maxP (q){costi−1
G,q′ | q′ ∈ succ(q)} : q ∈ Qu

minP (q){costi−1
G,q′ | q′ ∈ succ(q)} : q ∈ Qc

wherei > 0.

Theorem 3.4. For a 1-PTGA, 〈costiG〉
∞
i=1 (the semi-

algorithm of [10]) converges in a finite number of steps to-
wards the optimal costs for winning. Moreover, this compu-
tation provides an optimal winning strategy.

Proof. Due to lack of space we only give the structure of
the proof. It is straightforward to see thatcostiG ≥ costi+1

G

(where≥ indicates pointwise ordering of functions,i.e. for
all locationsq and allx, costiG,q(x) ≥ OptCostG(q, x)).

To prove convergence of the decreasing sequence
〈costiG〉

∞
i=1, the induction proof from Theorem 3.3 is fol-

lowed. In both case of the induction step the1-PTGA is
essentially divided into two componentsG1 andG2 (ei-
ther by dividing the interval[0, e] or an unfolding) such
thatOptCostG1

depends onOptCostG2
, but notvice versa.

Due to standard fix-point theory the convergence of the si-
multaneous fix-point computation, given by the sequence
〈costiG〉

∞
i=1, converges at least as fast and the convergence

of the sequence〈costiG2
〉∞i=1 followed by the convergence

of 〈costiG1
〉∞i=1, both guaranteed by the induction hypothe-

sis. �

The complexity of computing optimal winning strategies
for 1-PTGA remains an open problem.

4 Model Checking WCTL

In this section, we provide an algorithm for solving the
model checking problem for WCTL on1-PTA. Our algo-
rithm is EXPSPACE, with two sub-cases inEXPTIME.
The best known lower bound isPSPACE [16]. However
it is worth reminding that the model checking of WCTL on
3-PTA (i.e. PTA with 3 clocks) is undecidable [7]. Finally
we also provide hints that partially explain the high com-
plexity of our algorithm compared to TCTL (see [16]).

4.1 Model CheckingWCTL on 1-PTA

Theorem 4.1. Model checking WCTL on1-PTA is decid-
able. It is inEXPSPACE in general for1-PTA,EXPTIME
for the restriction to reset-free1-PTA and inEXPTIME also
for 1-PTA when the logic is restricted to WCTL≤,≥.

Let A be a1-PTA andϕ a WCTL formula. Our algo-
rithm will compute for every sub-formula ofϕ all states
satisfying the sub-formula. We thus assume we have al-
ready computed states that satisfy formulasφ andψ, and
we assume in addition that for every locationq, the set of
x such that(q, x) satisfiesφ (resp. ψ) is a finite union of
intervals. We now describe the algorithm for computing all
states satisfyingEφU∼pψ.

We split the time line intoregionsas follows: let0 =
a0 < a1 < . . . < an < +∞ be the original constants of the
automaton and the constants defining the intervals on which
truth ofφ andψ is uniform. A regionis then either an open
interval (ai, ai+1) or a single point{ai}. Like classically,
these regions define a time-abstract bisimulation [16]. Note
that initially, the constants are the constants appearing in the
constraints of the automaton.

For computing the set of states that satisfyEφU∼pψ, we
can compute for every state(q, x) all costs of paths from
(q, x), along whichφ always holds, and ending in some re-
gion (q′, r) satisfyingψ, and then check whether we can
achieve a cost satisfying constraint “∼ p”.

We thus explain how we compute the set of possible
costs between a state(q, x) and a region(q′, r) in a 1-PTA
having non-strict guards. It is then just a technical matterto
adapt this algorithm for model checking formulasEφU∼pψ
(by handling strict guards, and taking care of the truth value
of φ andψ).

We first consider the simpler case when the timed au-
tomatonA has no reset transition, and no discrete cost. We
restrict the automatonA to transitions whose guards con-
tain the interval(ai, ai+1). We denote byAi this new re-
stricted automaton. Since we have assumed that guards are
non-strict, all transitions are enabled on the whole inter-
val [ai, ai+1]. Let q andq′ be two locations inAi. Then,
we have:

Lemma 4.2. Let Si(q, q
′) be the set of locations that are

accessible from(q, ai) and co-accessible from(q′, ai+1)
in Ai. Then the set of all possible costs of paths going

from (q, ai) to (q′, ai+1) is (ai+1− ai) · [c
Si(q,q′)
min , c

Si(q,q′)
max ],

wherecSi(q,q′)
min andcSi(q,q′)

max are the minimum and maximum
costs among the costs of locations inSi(q, q

′).

Proof of the lemma.Obviously the costs of all paths inAi

belong to the interval(ai+1 − ai) · [c
Si(q,q′)
min , c

Si(q,q′)
max ].

We assume that some value in(ai+1 − ai) ·

[c
Si(q,q′)
min , c

Si(q,q′)
max ] does not correspond to the cost of a path

from (q, ai) to (q′, ai+1) in Ai. Let ρmin (resp.ρmax) be a

path that achieves cost(ai+1−ai)·c
Si(q,q′)
min (resp.cSi(q,q′)

max ).
Let τmin (resp. τmax) be the corresponding sequence of
transitions. The set of costs of all the paths that follow the
sequence of transitionsτmin should be disjoint from the set
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of costs of all paths that follow the sequence of transitions
τmax. This is not possible as both sets contain the value
c · (ai+1 − ai) wherec is the cost rate of locationq. �

From these computations, we build a graphG that will
store all possible costs between symbolic states (i.e. pairs
(q, r) where q is a location andr a region) inA. Ver-
tices ofG are pairs(q, ai), pairs(q, x, (ai, ai+1)), and pairs
(q, (ai, ai+1)) whereq is a location ofA. There is an edge
from (q, ai) to (q′, ak) iff

• either k = i + 1 and there is a path from(q, ai)
to (q′, ak), the edge is then labeled with the interval

(ai+1 − ai) · [c
Si(q,q′)
min , c

Si(q,q′)
max ];

• or k = i and there is a path from(q, ai) to (q′, ai) in
A, the edge is then labeled with the interval[0, 0].

Other edges ofG are defined below.

• there is an edge from(q, ai) to (q′, (ai, ai+1)) labeled

with the interval(0, (ai+1 − ai) · c
Si(q,q′)
max ) (with the

same notations as above);

• there is an edge from(q, x, (ai, ai+1)) to (q′, ai+1) la-

beled with(ai+1 − x) · [c
Si(q,q′)
min , c

Si(q,q′)
max ];

• there is an edge(q, x, (ai, ai+1)) to (q′, (ai, ai+1)) la-

beled with[0, (ai+1 − x) · c
Si(q,q′)
max ).

Roughly, the vertex(q, x, (ai, ai+1)) will be used to initiate
the computation of the costs of paths starting in some(q, x)
with x ∈ (ai, ai+1), whereas the vertex(q′, (ai, ai+1)) will
be used as a final state where we will end up the compu-
tations of the costs of paths ending in some(q′, y) with
y ∈ (ai, ai+1).

q,x,(ai,ai+1) q′,(ai,ai+1)

q′,(ai+1,ai+2)

q′,(ai+2,ai+3)

q,0

q′,0

· · ·

· · ·

q,ai+1 q,ai+2

q′,ai+1 q′,ai+2

Figure 5. The graph G (intervals omitted)

Let τ be a finite sequence of consecutive edges inG. The
interval cost of this sequence of transitions is the sum of all
intervals labeling the edges, which is defined in a natural
way. For instance[a, b] + [c, d] = [a+ c, b+ d].

We can now state the following correctness lemma,
which follows from what precedes.

Lemma 4.3. Let q andq′ be two locations ofA. Let x ∈
(ai, ai+1) (resp. x = ai), and letr be a region (either a
singletonaj or an open interval(aj , aj+1)). Then the union
of all costs of paths from(q, x, (ai, ai+1)) (resp. (q, ai) to
(q′, r) in G is the set of all costs of paths from(q, x) to
(q′, r) in A.

Note that, sinceA has no reset, the graphG is “almost”
acyclic, and all cycles are labeled by intervals[0, 0]. It
is then easy to compute the cost between(q, x, (ai, ai+1))
(resp.(q, ai)) and(q′, r). In the first case, it is a finite union
of intervals of the form[α − βx, α′ − β′x]. In the second
case, it is a finite union of intervals[α, β]. It then suffices to
compute from which configurations(q, x) it is possible to
reach a given “region”(q′, r) with cost satisfying∼ p.

We now explain how we handle resets. The important
property of1-PTA is that, when taking a transition that re-
sets the clock and goes to locationq′, the configuration is
always(q′, 0), no matter what the past of the path is. Thus,
we extend the graphG, computed previously without re-
sets, by adding edges from(q, r) (r is a region) to(q′, 0)

labeled by[0, 0] whenever there is a transitionq
g,x:=0
−−−−→ q′

such thatr ⊆ g. As previously, this graph contains all pos-
sible costs between states of the automaton, and Lemma 4.3
still holds. The graph has now cycles, but to compute all
possible costs from a state(q, x, (ai, ai+1)) (or (q, ai)) to a
state(q′, aj) or (q′, (aj , aj+1)), we can use regular expres-
sions over intervals [13], and applying [13, Theo. 3.5], we
get that the above sets of costs are finite unions of intervals.
Thus, given a final region(q′, r) and a locationq, the set
of x such that we can reach(q′, r) from (q, x) with a cost
satisfying∼ p is a finite union of intervals.

We now go back to the initial problem, which is to com-
pute the set of states(q, x) that satisfy formulaEφU∼pψ.
We first restrict the automaton so that all states of the re-
stricted automaton satisfy the formulaEφUψ, and then
compute all costs between(q, x) and a region satisfyingψ
while staying in states satisfyingφ. However regions satis-
fying formulasφ andψ may be non-closed (it may be the
case thatφ holds in(q, (ai, ai+1)) but not in(q, ai)), we can
thus not directly apply the previous construction. A slight
modification of the construction is sufficient to overcome
the problem. It roughly consists in changing bounds (strict
instead of non-strict of some intervals labeling the edges of
the graph, but we will not enter into the details here).

Analysis of trajectories. The size of the graphG is lin-
ear in the number of locations of the original automaton and
in the number of constants that have been computed at the
previous steps. We will compute the size of the set of new
constants that are required for defining the set of configu-
rations satisfying formulaEφU=pψ. Fix a locationq and
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α ∈ (ai, ai+1) such that the formulaEφU=pψ holds just
on the right ofα but not just on the left ofα (the converse
case can be handled similarly) —this is possible as we have
seen that the set ofx such that(q, x) |= EφU=pψ is a finite
union of intervals. We will show thatα is a rational with a
particular form.

Let τ be the sequence of transitions that allows to achieve
costp just on the left ofα. The cost of all possible runs that
go through the same sequence of(qi, ai)’s asτ is, as stated
before, a set of one of the following forms:

ι1(x) = (a− x) · [c, d] +
∑

j∈J

(aj+1 − aj) · [cj , dj ]

ι2(x) = ι1(x) + (0, (ak+1 − ak) · ck)

ι3(x) = [0, (a− x) · c)

wherec’s andd’s are cost rates of locations of the automaton
anda’s are constants computed at the previous steps.

Several sub-cases should be considered, we only deal
with one of them, others are very similar and lead to the
same results. We assume that the constraint “∼ p” is “≤ p”
and that the path thanks to whichEφU≤pψ holds on the
right of α has cost of the formι1(x), assumingc 6= 0.
On the right ofα, intervalι1(x) intersects the interval[0, p]
whereas it is not the case on the left ofα. Thus, it means
that the lower bound of the intervalι1(α) is precisely equal
to p. Thus,

α = a+

∑

j∈J (aj+1 − aj) · cj − p

c

which means that if previously computed constants are ra-
tionals of granularity1/Cn, whereC is the lcm of all non-
null costs of locations, thenα is a rational of granularity
1/Cn+1.

Thus, by induction, we can prove that at then-th step
of the computation, if all constants in the original automa-
ton are integers, interval bounds are rationals of granularity
1/Cn, whereC is the lcm of all cost rates of locations.

Algorithm and complexity. We first explain the algo-
rithm for automata without reset. Assume we have com-
puted all the constants up to then-th step. We compute
the new constants at then + 1-st step by simply testing all
the possible constants of the formm/(2Cn+1), i.e. all the
possible constants and the middles of the intervals they de-
fine, against the formulaEφU=pψ. Indeed, by the previous
study, we know that truth of this formula is uniform in all
intervals of the form(m/Cn+1, (m+ 1)/Cn+1), it is suffi-
cient to check for one point of this interval. For each stateq
and each valuex = m/2Cn+1, we thus nondeterministi-
cally guess a trajectory in the graphG, starting in(q, x),
satisfyingφUψ, and we compute its interval of possible
costs (this can be achieved in polynomial space, since the

graph is (almost) acyclic). The formula is satisfied iffp be-
longs to that interval. Each step of this algorithm can thus
be achieved by an exponential number of independant calls
to aPSPACE algorithm, and the whole algorithm is inEX-
PTIME.

We now turn to the general case. The idea will be sim-
ilar, but we have to bound the length of the trajectory we
will guess, since the graph now contains cycles. LetS be
the minimal positive cost of a location in the automaton,
andN = dp · Cn/Se. Let τ be a cycle in the graphG.
The cost interval ofτ is either[0, 0] (we call such a cycle
a free cycle), or[a, b] with b > 0 (a non-freecycle). But
in that case, from Lemma 4.2,b ≥ S/Cn, andN non-free
cycles are sufficient for the maximal bound of the cost in-
terval to go beyond costp. Take now a path in graphG
such that the interval of costs along this path has its upper
bound abovep. Then, if the lower bound of this interval is
belowp, we are done, otherwise there is no reason to con-
tinue guessing a longer path, the cost will always be above
costp. From these remarks, we deduce that, if there is a
trajectory from(q, x) satisfyingφU=pψ, we can build one
along which each state ofG is visited at mostN times.

For each state(q, x), the worst-case trajectory is too long
to be guessed in polynomial space. However, it can be
guessed in nondeterministic exponential time, and thei-th
step can thus be achieved through an exponential number
(one for every choice ofx = m/2Ci) of independant calls
to an NEXPTIME algorithm. The global algorithm thus
lies in the exponential-time hierarchy (and is thus inEX-
PSPACE).

The complexity for the fragment WCTL≤,≥ is lower.
For the modalityEU≤c, we only need to consider shortest
trajectories, thus we can bound their length by the number
of nodes in the graphG. For the modalityEU≥c, we are in-
terested in the longest trajectories, it is sufficient to look at
acyclic trajectories in the graphG and to cycles that can be
iterated. Globally, the complexity of our algorithm for the
fragment WCTL≤,≥ is thusEXPTIME (we need to con-
struct graphG and then to nondeterministically guess paths
of length polynomial in the size ofG).

Handling discrete costs. We now explain how we han-
dle discrete costs on transitions. We will simplify the prob-
lem and reduce it to the computation of states satisfying a
formula in an automaton without discrete cost. The trans-
formation we present will thus be a preliminary step of the
computation. We noteT the set of transitions that have a
positive discrete cost. We unfold the automaton as follows:
there is a copy ofA for every integer smaller thanp. Copy
of locationq in thei-th copy is denotedq(i). There is a tran-
sition fromq(i) to q′(j) if: either i = j and there is a transi-
tion fromq to q′ not inT ; or j = i+ k and there is a transi-
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tion inT with discrete costk fromq to q′. Then,(q, x), A |=
EφU=pψ iff (q, x), A0 |=

∨

i EφU=p−i(ψ ∧ copyi) where
copyi is an atomic proposition labeling all locations ofAi.
The correctness of this construction is obvious. The size of
the unfolding is linear in the valuep, thus exponential in the
size ofp if it is encoded in binary.

Note that this unfolding does not increase the complexi-
ties we have computed before. Indeed, the size of the graph
G for the unfolding will be exponential both in the cost rates
of the locations and in the discrete costs of the transitions,
instead of only exponential in the cost rates of the locations.
New constants necessary to define the solution set are still
rational numbers of granularity1/Cn.

Handling further modalities. Modalities with non-
punctual constraints can be easily expressed fromEU≤p

andEU≥p [16].
We now explain how we can handle modalitiesEG=p

andAU=p. We first explain modalityEG=0. We let c>0

be a predicate labeling locations with a positive cost rate,
and ropen (resp. rclosed) be a predicate true on intervals
(ai, ai+1) (resp. on singletons{ai}). We noted>0 a pred-
icate that labels states from which it is possible to fire a
transition with positive discrete cost. It is easy to prove
that the model checking of formulaEG=0φ can be reduced
to the model checking of propertyEφU=0ψ ∨ EGφ where

ψ = φ ∧
(

d>0 ∨ (c>0 ∧ ropen)
)

. Similarly, model check-

ing formulaEG=pφ can be handled by distinguishing the
different possible ways of satisfying such a formula. The
hard case is when the “= p” constraint becomes true pre-
cisely when entering a closed region. This can be handled
by refining our algorithm for detecting that date, and then
checkingEG=0φ from there. We can then handleAφU=pψ
since it is equivalent toAφU≥pψ ∧ AF=pψ.

4.2 Costs Are Expensive...

We did not manage to prove optimality of our algorithm,
and the best lower bound we know isPSPACE-hardness for
WCTL andPTIME-hardness for WCTL≤,≥ [16]. However,
we believe that “costs are more expensive than time”, even
with only one clock.

Indeed, we prove that it is possible to encode the halt-
ing problem for two-counter machines as a model-checking
problem for WCTL∗. The two countersc1 andc2 are en-
coded by the clockx by the value1/(2c1 · 3c2).

We first show how to encode an instruction increment-
ing counterc1: “qj: c1:=c1+1; goto qk”. Such an
instruction is encoded by the automaton displayed on Fig. 6
(where costs are written in locations). Again, we will re-
quire that the price between the date at which we exitqj

and the date at which we enterqk is exactly1. This is en-

1
qj

1 2 1
qk

x=1
x:=0

Figure 6. Incrementing a counter

forced by checking the following formula inqj :

ϕincr1 = E(qjU=0(¬qj ∧ E(¬qkU=1qk))).

This ensures that clockx has been divided by2, i.e., that
counterc1 has been incremented. Decrementation can be
handled in a similar way, as well as the same operations on
counterc2 (in that case, the cost of the third location is3
instead of2).

Testing if counterc1 equals0 requires nesting path
modalities: it consists in multiplying clockx by 3 until
it possibly equals1. Consider the following instruction:
“qk: if (c1==0) goto ql”. We encode this instruc-
tion with the automaton of Fig. 7. Mutliplying clockx by 3

1
qk

1 1
ql

1
m

1z 3 1x=1
x=1
x:=0

Figure 7. Incrementing a counter

is achieved by one pass through the loop with cost exactly3.
Consider the following formula:

ϕmult = E(m⇒ (mU=0z ∨mU=0(¬m ∧ ¬mU=3m)))Uz

It precisely expresses that it is possible to reachz after a
finite number of passes through the loop, each pass having
total cost3. This holds iff the original value of clockx was
of the form1/3i, i.e., iff counterc1 was equal to0. Now,
from qk, we simply have to ensure the following property:

ϕtest1 = E(qkU=0(¬qk ∧ E(¬mU=0m ∧ ϕmult)

∧ E(¬qlU=0ql))).

Now, the global reduction consists in building a larger
automaton, with one stateqj per instruction of the Minsky
machine, and the intermediary states. We then need to ex-
press that the halting state can be reached after a finite num-
ber of executions of the instructions. This is captured by the
following formula:

q0 |= E
(∧

j

(qj → ϕtype(qj))
)

UqHalt

where type(qj) is the type of instructionqj (i.e., “incr1”
if qj is an incrementation of counterc1, “test1” is it is a test
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of counterc1, and so on). Stateq0 satisfies this property iff
there exists a computation of the Minsky machine that ends
up in stateqHalt.

Theorem 4.4. Model checking WCTL∗ on 1-PTA is unde-
cidable.

Note that this reduction only requires the existential frag-
ment of WCTL∗≤,≥. It can also easily be adapted to existen-
tial WCTL≤,≥ augmented with the least fixpoint operator,
whose model-checking on1-PTA is thus also undecidable.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have proved two decidability results for
the class of one-clock priced timed automata: we have first
proved that optimal cost in games is computable, and that
model checking of WCTL, an extension of CTL with cost
constraints, is decidable.

The algorithms we propose are quite involved and have a
pretty high complexity. However, this is not really surpris-
ing since slight extensions of WCTL already lead to unde-
cidability of model checking, and also since the two prob-
lems we consider are undecidable as soon as priced timed
automata have three clocks [7].

As further work we would like, of course, to determine
what happens with priced timed automata using two clocks,
but this seems really difficult as our two algorithms heavily
rely on the fact that there is only one clock. Another chal-
lenging direction is to determine the precise complexity of
the two problems.
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